Sand pile formation is often used to describe stratified chaos in dynamic systems due to selfemergent and scale invariant behaviour. Cellular automata (Bak-Tang-Wiesenfeld model) are often used to describe chaotic behaviour, as simulating physical interactions between individual particles is computationally demanding. In this study, we use a state-of-the-art parallel implementation of the discrete element method on the graphical processing unit to simulate sand pile formation.
that, besides visually appealing representations, these novel approaches contain features of stratified chaos that are in agreement with previous experimental and theoretical findings. This paper aims to compare experimental work with numerical simulations on a particle scale.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
A high-speed camera was used to record the formation of a sand-pile. For simulation purposes, we have used the framework of Longmore et al. [14] , an adoption of the method as described by Bell et al. [12] , which concept was originally developed by Cundall and Strack [16] . The framework was written in C++, the OpenGL shading language GLSL and was rendered in OpenGL. Calculations were performed on a Graphic processing Unit (GPU) as this allows to perform the computations in parallel, thus significantly reducing the calculation time. The model runs were done on a regular desktop PC, containing two graphical cards (gtx 560ti) in a SLI configuration. In the simulations, we used spheropolygonal grains (a tetrahedral arrangement of four spherical particles), to ensure computations can be handled efficiently while maintaining static friction due to interlocking [14, 17] and preventing stickslip behavior [12] . During each iteration (Euler integration), the individual forces working on a particle are updated and summed to a total force (for the grain). The total force F (N) for particle p in particle collection P can be calculated by the particle mass m (kg) and gravitational acceleration g (m.s −2 ) :
The total force working on a grain is calculated by summing the forces acting on the connected particles. These forces are split into the total normal force (F g ) (N) and the torque (T g )(N·m)
where N p is the number of connected particles and r i represents the relative vector from the center of the granule to its child particle i. With Newton's second law and the particle mass the acceleration at time t can be calculated.
The contact forces of two colliding particles p i and p j is divided into the normal force and the tangential component:
To simplify the contact detection and force calculation, an area of overlap ξ (m 2 ) between two particles is defined. In case of spherical particles, the normal vector ( N ) and the overlap area can be found by
and
where R i is radius and X i is the center of particle i.
It should be noted that eq. 6 defines ξ ij rather as a mutual compression or deformation than as an overlap, where the time interval of the model should be small enough to prevent soft sphere behavior. Using the normal vector N , the relative velocityξ ij of the compression can be calculated asξ
The most basic formulations of the tangential and normal forces, incorporating the dissipative and friction terms are:
Where µ s (N) represents friction. The viscous damping coefficient k α is calculated from the coefficient of normal restitution (e n ), the reduced mass (m ef f ) and the the time-step (∆t). A dimensionless coefficient of 0.02 was added to produce rapid damping:
The stiffness coefficient k β was calculated with Youngs parameter E ef f and particle di- The parameters used in the simulation are shown in Fig. 1 . Different coefficients for friction and restitution were used for the floor, funnel and particles. A small variation in distance to the center of mass of the spheropolygonal grains was included to emulate a variation in particle characteristics. Particle size and mass were kept constant for all grains, as a variation would add an extra layer of complexity to the study.
One of the problems in time integration is finding the optimal time step size, as time integration is a trade-off between computational efficiency and a physically correct representation of the process. A time-step of 10 µs was found to give reliable results for a particle diameter of 250µ. However, in the current framework, data on the GPU can only be rendered directly to the screen (for visual interpretation) and not directly be read from the GPU memory. In order to obtain the data, a memory transfer from the GPU to the CPU is required, which is a computational very demanding task. After testing different sampling resolutions on relatively small datasets, a sampling resolution of 100 µs was found to give reliable results.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In both laboratory and simulation experiments different layers of colored grains were added to the funnel for visual comparison with the experimental results ( The constant grain throughput of the funnel leads to a linear decrease in potential energy (Fig. 3) . The entropy of the system diverges through intermittent dissipation of kinetic energy in the sand-pile (Fig. 3) . With gravitational forces exceeding the frictional ones, the sand-pile shows relaxation oscillations where kinetic energy is dissipated by avalanches.
Considering the constant input of energy into the system, an increase in kinetic energy implies energy dissipation, whereas a decrease in kinetic energy represents the build up of energy. Previous studies [6, 10] used the fluctuation in the mass of a sand-pile to study the energy distribution in a sand-pile formation. We are able to use the kinetic energy directly to study the fluctuations in energy distribution.
The cumulative frequency-magnitude probability of the kinetic energy shows power law behaviour:
with β = −0.78. It was found that the sand-pile has a finite-size scaling behaviour for the 




that finite sized scaling is governed by consequential build-up and dissipation of δE k and not by differences in δE k . Due to the laws of entropy, the system is attracted towards the low energy state, an equilibrium situation between friction and gravity. The δE k and derivative (Fig. 5 bottom) have no scale dependency and show a chaotic behavior within the specific domain. Bak et al. [1] used the BTW model to explain the ubiquitous 1/f noise signal, found in many natural systems, whereas an experimental study [20] found no 1/f noise signal. Later studies confirmed that this was in fact a brown 1/f 2 noise spectrum [9, 21] . Similar results were found in this study, the power spectrum of the kinetic energy of the sand pile in x and y direction has a brown noise signal (1/f 2 ) (Fig. 6) . However, the kinetic energy in the vertical (z) direction is closer to a white noise spectrum (1/f ). This means that the frequencies of the distribution in the z direction have the same amplitude, whereas there is a dominance to low frequencies in the x and y direction. When boundary conditions are included (i.e. Previous experimental work used the falloff (of mass) from a sand-pile of every time-step to study the behavior of avalanches. In this study the frequency distribution of energy dissipation was used in the same manner. However, an avalanche is the build-up and dissipation of energy over a larger number of consecutive time-steps and was therefore not used in this study. Fig. 3 shows for example five events of large energy dissipation which can be labelled as an avalanche. Furthermore, it should be noted that whereas physical considerations form the core of the current approach, the correctness of the output is still dependent on the parameter settings in the contact model and the numerical integration scheme.
Self organization and chaos are important characteristics in many natural systems.
Though often applied, SOC approaches are controversial in explaining non-linear dynamics in complex system because they lack any physical basis. Computational limitations remain a constraint for the current framework (in the order of days), however, with the ever increasing computational power and more efficient implementations, these physical based approaches can find their way in a variety of scientific disciplines in the near future. Specifically. studies involving the physics particle movement could benefit from this approach, deployed in this study.
IV. CONCLUSION
We have shown that a simple set of rules, defined here as gravity and particle interactions in a contact model, results in non-linear self-emergent behavior which is in good agreement with experimental results, theoretical work and SOC approaches. The model is fully deterministic, i.e. the position and forces on every individual particle can be determined every iteration, while showing complex non-linear self-organizing behavior. Furthermore, it offers the possibility to predict occurrence and avalanche behaviour in growing sand piles.
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